
the new playbook

ATTRIBUTES OF GREAT COACHES
characteristics and tendencies of effective coaches

A good coach is positive, enthusiastic, supportive, trusting, focused, goal-oriented, knowl-
edgeable, observant, respectful, patient and a clear communicator.

  
•  Fair AND firm
•  Empathetic while commanding authority.
•  Teaches the players the critical balance between love for the game and their off the court 

responsibilities and habits
•  Leads by example on and off the court.
•  Never EVER belittles or screams at players.  Yelling is not teaching.
•  Never complains or whines or makes excuses

Coaches play incredibly important roles in the lives of their players. A coach's impact extends far beyond the sport 
itself, often into the players lives off the playing surface.  Too many coaches ask "What can I get out of these 

players?" which is FAR LESS IMPORTANT than the question "What can I GIVE to these players?”.

A coach’s love of the game will ignite both a player’s effort and enthusiasm.  A 
great coach will then leverage that enthusiasm into sharp skill development and 

teaching the players a love for the game.

ALL
COACHES

# 1: Communicate a passion for the game and sincere excitement to be working with these 
kids.  Do NOT fake it and be ready everyday to LEAD. Command their attention without 
bluster.  Be playful but firm at the same time. 

# 2: Practices should be organized and FUN. A  great coach will teach the game’s primary 
skills within this framework of FUN  (Repetition is KEY)

# 3: The kids will be PUMPED to scrimmage!!  Use the scrimmage as an instructional tool.  Do 
not let mistakes be made over and over again without correction.  Repetition builds all 
habits, both good and bad. 

DEVELOPMENTAL

COACHES

COMPETITIVE

COACHES

# 1: Communicate immediately and with honesty to build rapport and trust.  Set 
REASONABLE goals and expectations.

# 2: Practices must include essential skill development/conditioning PLUS mental strength 
training.

# 3: Practices should be UNIFORM by nature, nearly IDENTICAL until the players show 
improved skills and an understanding of your approach.  Clearly define the goals for the 
drills.  Once improvement is seen, add in more nuanced drills and game management.


